Multi-Task Deep Model with Margin Ranking Loss for Lung Nodule Analysis.
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide and early diagnosis of lung nodule is of great importance for therapeutic treatment and saving lives. Automated lung nodule analysis requires both accurate lung nodule benignmalignant classification and attribute score regression. However, this is quite challenging due to the considerable difficulty of lung nodule heterogeneity modeling and the limited discrimination capability on ambiguous cases. To solve these challenges, we propose a Multi-Task deep model with Margin Ranking loss (referred as MTMR-Net) for automated lung nodule analysis. Compared to existing methods which consider these two tasks separately, the relatedness between lung nodule classification and attribute score regression is explicitly explored in a causeand-effect manner within our multi-task deep model, which can contribute to the performance gains of both tasks. The results of different tasks can be yielded simultaneously for assisting the radiologists in diagnosis interpretation. Furthermore, a Siamese network with a margin ranking loss is elaborately designed to enhance the discrimination capability on ambiguous nodule cases. To further explore the internal relationship between two tasks and validate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we use the recursive feature elimination method to iteratively rank the most malignancy-related features. We validate the efficacy of our method MTMR-Net on the public benchmark LIDCIDRI dataset. Extensive experiments show that the diagnosis results with internal relationship explicitly explored in our model has met some similar patterns in clinical usage and also demonstrate that our approach can achieve competitive classification performance and more accurate scoring on attributes over the state-of-the-arts. Codes are publicly available at: https://github.com/CaptainWilliam/MTMR-NET.